Joining the Data Collaborative

The CORE Data Collaborative unites over 80 school districts across California to ensure CORE innovations and insights can impact students throughout the state. We create opportunities for educators across urban, suburban and rural districts to work together, in person and online, to compare data and research across districts and get a clearer picture of strengths and challenges.

Benchmark your school with actionable data dashboards

- Common data platform with colleague districts and schools in your network/county
- Downloads of CORE analytics into your own SIS and dashboards
- Compare your school to similar schools of similar demographics and performance

Receive holistic academic, social-emotional, and school climate reports

- A holistic view of school/district status and progress over academic and culture domains
- An opportunity to explore school strengths and challenges for schools across the entire CORE Data Collaborative
- LCAP performance prediction tools with drill down into student groups available in August each year—months before the State Dashboard is live
- Benchmarking your school metrics against CORE’s 1-10 Index to see your performance on a metric in comparison to all of the 3,000+ schools in CORE

Collaborate with education leaders and trailblazers

- Districts lead monthly virtual meetings with colleagues across CORE to unpack metrics, and hear how colleagues are using the findings to drive continuous improvement efforts
- The opportunity to participate in CORE’s bi-annual one-day Data Collaborative Convenings, and monthly virtual sessions
- The opportunity to participate in CORE’s Student, Parent and Staff annual spring surveys. All three surveys include School Culture/Climate measures, and the student survey also includes CORE’s validated Social Emotional Learning measures: Self-Efficacy, Self-Management, Social Awareness and Growth Mindset
Calculating Student Growth Over Time
CORE's academic growth metrics can be paired with academic achievement indicators to provide a more complete picture of a school or grade level's impact on students.

BENEFITS OF JOINING

Benchmark Your School with Actionable Data Dashboards
Receive Holistic Academic, Social-Emotional, and School Climate Reports
Collaborate with Education Leaders and Trailblazers

Become a member

Talk to a CORE representative or your CORE County Office Liaison to schedule a virtual or in-person session to discuss the benefits of participation.

Complete a confidential data sharing agreement or district joinder to your networks agreement.

Designate a data lead to work with CORE County Office Liaison to upload student data to your county office and CORE data system.

Develop a roll out plan for your district or school.